Abstract Using highly resolved large-eddy simulations on two different domain sizes, we investigate the influence of precipitation and spatial organization on the thermodynamic structure of the trade-wind layer, under a uniform 4 K warming at constant relative humidity. In nonprecipitating simulations, the increased surface latent heat flux in the warmer climate produces a deeper and drier cloud layer with reduced cloud fractions between 1.5 and 4 km. Precipitation prevents the deepening and drying of the cloud layer in response to warming. Cloud fractions still decrease in the upper cloud layer, because stratiform outflow layers near cloud tops are less pronounced and because the larger liquid water contents are confined to narrower updrafts. Simulations on a 16-fold larger domain lead to the spatial organization of clouds into larger and deeper cloud clusters. The presence of deeper clouds results in a shallower, warmer, and drier trade-wind layer, with strongly reduced cloud cover. The warming response in the precipitating largedomain simulation nevertheless remains similar to the small-domain precipitating simulation. On the large domain, deeper clouds can also develop without precipitation, because moisture-convection feedbacks strengthen in the absence of cold-pool dynamics. Overall, total cloud cover and albedo decrease only slightly with warming in all cases. This demonstrates the robustness of shallow cumuli-in particular of cloud fraction near the lifting condensation level-to changes in the large-scale environment.
Introduction
Shallow trade-wind cumuli in regimes with moderately subsiding large-scale vertical motion have been recognized as a critical source of uncertainty in projections of future climate [e.g., Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Vial et al., 2013] . Covering a large fraction of the world's oceans, these marine boundary layer clouds are decisive for climate change not only through their impact on the shortwave radiation budget, but also for their role in driving atmospheric circulations, both by modulating surface evaporation [e.g., Tiedtke, 1989; Stevens, 2007] and by influencing the distribution of longwave cooling within the atmosphere [Muller and Held, 2012; Emanuel et al., 2014; Fermepin and Bony, 2014] . Most comprehensive climate models indicate a reduction of cloud cover in response to warming and thus a positive low cloud feedback; because of insufficient physical understanding, however, confidence in these results remains low [Boucher et al., 2013] .
Because of uncertainties in the parameterization of boundary layer clouds in climate models, other tools are required to advance understanding of how low clouds change in response to climate perturbations. Highresolution models like LES promote process-level understanding, because they explicitly resolve motions on the scale of the larger boundary layer eddies. Using LES, Rieck et al. [2012] introduced the idea that due to increasing surface latent heat fluxes, the cloud layer deepens and, by enhanced entrainment of dry free tropospheric air, becomes relatively drier. This drying reduces the cloud cover which, all else being equal, would constitute a positive cloud feedback in the shallow cumulus regime. The simple study design, using a uniform temperature increase at constant relative humidity, revealed a new mechanism influencing cloud feedbacks. But this approach also had limitations, most significantly perhaps its neglect of precipitation.
cloud layer deepening [Albrecht, 1993; Stevens and Seifert, 2008; VanZanten et al., 2011; Bretherton et al., 2013] -an important mechanism in the response of shallow cumulus to idealized climate perturbations Bretherton et al., 2013] . Precipitation also affects cloud amount and cloud organization, through the emergence of cold pools [e.g., Zuidema et al., 2012; Seifert and Heus, 2013] . Here we ask if the response of cloudiness to warming differs as a result of allowing shallow convection to precipitate, a question motivated by the effect of precipitation on both the spatial structure of convection and the rate of convective deepening.
To investigate the response of clouds to warming in the presence of precipitation, we perform simulations on relatively large domains, because this has been shown to influence the degree to which convection organizes [e.g., Muller and Held, 2012; Seifert and Heus, 2013] . Much deeper convection emerges in simulations supporting convective organization, which provides an opportunity to study the response of clouds to warming in a more convective regime. By contrasting the warming response of clouds in the large domain, in which deeper convection arises, with that in a smaller domain, it is also possible to ask to what extent the depth of convective mixing influences the cloud response to warming, as has been hypothesized in some recent studies [Sherwood et al., 2014; Zhao, 2014] .
We study the effect of an idealized climate change on precipitating shallow convection by applying a uniform warming to the initial temperature profile in a constant relative humidity framework, similar to Rieck et al. [2012] . An idealized approach helps clarify the physical effects at play in the simplest possible setting. This has advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the idealizations may distort the response of clouds to climate change by leaving out important cloud-controlling factors such as wind shear, increases in freetropospheric stability, changes in the CO 2 concentration, in longwave cooling, subsidence strength, or inversion stability [e.g., Bretherton et al., 2013] . Thus, our results should not be considered as a quantification of cloud feedbacks, but rather as an attempt to understand a particular problem that is relevant for climate change.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The LES code, the model setup, and the experiment design are discussed in section 2. Section 3 investigates the impact of precipitation on the trade-wind boundary layer. How precipitation modulates the warming response is discussed in section 4. In section 5, we use large domain simulations to study the impact of deeper (and arguably more aggregated) convection on both the thermodynamic structure of the trade-wind layer and its response to warming. Concluding remarks are presented in section 6.
Large-Eddy Simulation
We perform LES with the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) LES code in a setup representative of the conditions in the broader trades. In contrast to Rieck et al. [2012] who used the RICO case study described by VanZanten et al. [2011] , we adopt the framework of Bellon and Stevens [2012] . The framework has been used to study nonprecipitating stratocumulus and shallow cumulus convection in contrasting large-scale environments [Bellon and Stevens, 2012; Nuijens and Stevens, 2012; Bellon and Geoffroy, 2016] . Our motivation for this change is twofold: (a) it allows us to test the generality of the Rieck et al. [2012] results, and (b) brings the simulation closer to equilibrium as the free-tropospheric tendencies are strictly balanced. Achieving an equilibrium is particularly important with precipitation whose intermittent nature necessitates long averaging times (and/or very large domains).
LES Code
The UCLA LES solves the Ogura-Phillips anelastic equations with prognostic equations for the three wind components and two thermodynamic variables, the liquid water potential temperature (h l ), and the total water mixing ratio (q t ), which includes vapor and cloud water. A third-order Runge-Kutta time integration is used with variable time step (1 s or less to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion). Momentum advection is based on fourth-order centered differences, while a higher-order upwind method with monotone centered slope limiters is applied to advect the scalars. The subgrid scale fluxes are modeled with the Smagorinsky-Lilly model. cloud droplet number concentration N c 5 50 cm 23 (representing clean maritime conditions at the lower end of observations [Siebert et al., 2013] ) and solving two additional prognostic equations for rain mass and number concentration. A more detailed description of the cloud microphysical model is provided by Savic-Jovcic and Stevens [2008] .
Model Setup and Experiment Design
The framework we use prescribes large-scale forcings and initial profiles characteristic for the broader trades. Wind shear, which may be important for regulating mixing and projected cloud cover, is not prescribed in this study. Some shear develops in the lowest 1.5 km (see Figure 4 ), but we do not attempt to address here how shear, or changes in shear, might modify the response of clouds to warming. The setup uses a Eulerian reference frame with homogeneous large-scale forcings (fixed sea surface temperature (SST) and subsidence). The forcings are prescribed as follows: Both the subsidence rate and the radiative cooling are relatively large compared to other case setups, but help compensate for the lack of additional drying and cooling from horizontal advection.
The initial temperature and humidity profiles ( Figure 1 ) have a well-mixed subcloud layer, topped by an inversion layer. The free-tropospheric temperature lapse rate is chosen such that subsidence warming balances radiative cooling. Bulk aerodynamic formulas parameterize the surface thermodynamic and momentum fluxes, with constant SST and a slip/no-penetration condition. Integrations are performed with a horizontal grid spacing of 50 m and a vertical grid spacing uniformly stretched by a factor of 1.02 from 10 m at the surface to about 200 m at the domain top at 10 km. Table 1 provides an overview of the experiments performed (the focus lies on the upper seven simulations; the additional sensitivity experiments will be referred to in section 5 and Appendix A). We distinguish the control (CTL) and the warmed (14K) climate state, the nonprecipitating and precipitating cases on the small Figure 1 . Initial profiles of the liquid water potential temperature h l , total humidity q t , and relative humidity RH, for the CTL and 14K climate states. To allow deeper clouds to form, we perform additional precipitating simulations of both the CTL and 14K climate state on the larger domain which allows for shallow convective organization. To test whether convection organizes in the absence of cold pools, the nonprecipitating CTL simulation is also performed on the large domain. As indicated in the introduction, some of the large-domain simulations produce relatively deep clouds reaching beyond the freezing level and up to the domain top. To prevent these simulations from accumulating liquid at the top, a nudging toward the initial q t -profiles is applied in the six highest model levels, beginning at 8.8 km. Ice processes, which become increasingly relevant for clouds above 8 km in the tropics, are not considered. Because our focus is on shallow convection, and we merely use the simulations that develop deeper convection to explore its effect on the structure of the shallower clouds, we do not believe that this admittedly artificial treatment unduly influences the interpretations we draw from the simulations.
Because precipitation and domain size strongly determine the time to reach quasi-stationarity, if reached at all, different averaging periods are used to present the statistics, namely day 7-10 for P-CTL and P14K, day 2.5-4 for Plarge-CTL and Plarge14K, and day 7 and 8 (in section 3) or day 7 only (section 4) for noP-CTL and noP14K.
The Importance of Precipitation for Attaining an Equilibrium
In this section, we document the influence of precipitation on the thermodynamic structure of the simulated trade-wind boundary layer and present a comparison of the baseline behavior of the precipitating and nonprecipitating control simulations on the small domain. In terms of the general evolution of the flow, a shallow layer of cumulus develops after a few hours of simulation time (Figure 2 ). This layer progressively deepens, reaching a depth of about 2250 m after two simulation days with a total cloud cover of 12.5% and mean cloud base near 600 m. The surface fluxes evolve more slowly, with surface sensible and latent heat fluxes of, respectively, 21.8 and 300 W m 22 after 2 days, while the latter decreases to a value around 250 W m 22 after 8 days. The negative value of the sensible heat flux is caused by entraining warmer cloud layer air into the well-mixed subcloud layer in the absence of sufficient radiative or horizontal-advective cooling, which reduces the temperature gradient with respect to the underlying SST. Relatively deep cloud layers develop in our simulations with surface latent heat fluxes that are larger than measured during the BOMEX campaign [see e.g., Holland and Rasmusson, 1973] , but not far from RICO observations when latent heat fluxes as strong as 250 W m 22 were measured [Zuidema et al., 2012; Nuijens et al., 2009] . One reason for the large latent heat fluxes of both the P-CTL and noP-CTL simulations is the on average 1-2 g kg 21 drier initial humidity profile in the lower free troposphere compared to other trade-wind cumulus cases [VanZanten et al., 2011; Bellon and Stevens, 2012] . The reduced free-tropospheric humidity enhances the drying of the boundary layer through cloud-top entrainment and-rather than suppressing convection as one may expect-increases the vigor of convection through a larger surface buoyancy flux.
The time series (Figure 2 ) show that the P-CTL and noP-CTL simulations have a similar boundary layer depth, surface fluxes, and cloud properties until the cloud layer is deep enough for the shallow clouds to produce substantial precipitation on the order of 0.5 mm d 21 (15 W m 22 ) after 4 days. As soon as substantial precipitation sets in, the cloud layer ceases to deepen further. The noP-CTL simulation does not reach stationarity and cloud cover continues to increase with time, especially toward the end of the simulation when pronounced stratiform outflows are formed. In P-CTL, however, the onset of precipitation stops the steady increase of cloud cover, which reaches a value of 13.5% in equilibrium. The P-CTL time series show marked oscillations: the domain size of 12.8 3 12.8 km 2 only supports one or two larger precipitating clouds which leave an imprint on the time series (such variations are much less pronounced on the larger domain).
Precipitation removes liquid that would otherwise evaporate and deepen the cloud layer-a mechanism that is both understood theoretically [Stevens, 2007] 
where the terms on the left-hand side are the storage term or total tendency and large-scale subsidence. The terms on the right-hand side represent the contributions from convection (which is the turbulent flux divergence that represents the resolved and subgrid-scale components of the simulated flow), precipitation and, in case of h l , the prescribed radiative cooling Q R . Overbars stand for horizontal (slab) averages. To convert g kg 21 to K d 21 , the moistening tendencies are multiplied by the enthalpy of vaporization L and divided by the isobaric-specific heat capacity of dry air c p . Given the choice of the thermodynamic variables as h l and q t, the condensation and evaporation of cloud droplets do not affect the heat and moisture budget. For precipitation processes, however, h l (following its formulation in the LES) and q t are not conserved and the formation and evaporation of precipitation represent a heating/drying and a cooling/moistening, respectively. Note that we inverted the signs of Q 1 and Q 2 compared to Yanai et al. [1973] , as shallow convection mainly acts as a source of moisture rather than a sink. Because Q R is constant, Q 1 is shown without the radiative contribution (that is, Q 1 1Q R ).
Figure 3 illustrates how the boundary layer state is maintained by the different processes. In noP-CTL, the balance in the inversion layer, located here around 4.2 km, is given by the uniform radiative cooling, largescale subsidence and convection. At the inversion, the warm and dry subsiding air meets with the moist and cold air lofted by convection. This leads to a maximum of both subsidence warming and drying, and convective cooling and moistening. In the specified large-scale environment, subsidence is not strong enough to counteract the convective tendencies, and a strong residual tendency remains that cools and 
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WARMING RESPONSE OF SHALLOW CONVECTIONmoistens the inversion layer (the residual moistening tendency integrated over the whole boundary layer amounts to 47 Wm 22 , see Table 2 ). As convection keeps destabilizing the inversion layer and increasing the depth of the cloud layer, the boundary layer deepens [Betts, 1973; Stevens, 2007] .
Precipitation has an opposing tendency to convection in the inversion layer. The heating and drying induced by precipitation formation limits boundary layer deepening and leads to a negligible residual integrated moistening tendency of 1 Wm 22 (Table 2 ). The right plot of Figure 3 shows the apparent heat sink (Q 1 1Q R ) and moisture source (Q 2 ). The heat sink in the inversion layer is strongly reduced due to the heating tendency of precipitation. Also the Q 2 maxima in the inversion layer and near the cumulus bases around 700 m are somewhat smaller in P-CTL. The evaporation of precipitation provides a cooling and moistening over much of the cloud layer, which goes along with reduced convective moistening in the lower cloud layer compared to noP-CTL. The resulting temperature and humidity profiles ( Figure 4) show that the lapse rates change in the shallower precipitating cloud layer, with stronger temperature and weaker humidity lapse rates. As such, subsidence warming increases and subsidence drying decreases below about 2.5 km (see Figure 3 ).
VanZanten et al.
[2011] noted the same behavior of the temperature and humidity profiles in precipitating LES of the RICO case, and also found that much of the evaporation of precipitation is concentrated in the cloud layer and not merely confined to the subcloud layer. Albrecht [1993] reported a similar effect of precipitation on the temperature stratification of the cloud layer. The cloud layer in his model, however, became drier, likely because the evaporation of precipitation was confined to the subcloud layer. Different microphysics schemes of different LES codes tend to produce very different precipitation flux (and cloud fraction) profiles, particularly if averaged over a few hours only [VanZanten et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015] . Investigating the influence of cloud droplet number concentration N c on precipitating shallow convection, Seifert et al. [2015] find that all simulations reach a similar near-equilibrium rain rate. The main response to larger N c is a delayed onset of rain, along with a slight deepening and drying of the cloud layer. So even if the Note that P surf constitutes a negative contribution to the integrated moisture budget.
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cloud layer depth and the relative contribution of the different processes in the budgets depend slightly on N c , the existing evidence suggests that N c has little influence on the equilibrium response.
How do the changes of the thermodynamic structure in the presence of precipitation influence the clouds? The profiles of liquid water (Figure 4) show that the larger relative humidity in the cloud and subcloud layer results in more condensate-laden clouds with lower cloud bases. Although the precipitating cloud layer is shallower and liquid water is removed by precipitation, the liquid water path corresponding to the profiles displayed is 36.4 g m 22 in the P-CTL compared to 30.1 g m 22 in noP-CTL. In both cases, cloud fraction maximizes at cloud base and decreases with height through the cloud layer until the base of the inversion layer, where it increases slightly (depending on the case). Compared to noP-CTL, P-CTL has larger cloud fractions above cloud base, but total cloud cover, as defined by the number of cloudy columns, reduces to 13.5% compared to 17%, due to the clouds being shallower. Stronger wind shear would probably enhance the differences between the simulations, because the contribution of the deeper clouds (in noP-CTL) to projected cloud cover may increase in the presence of shear.
How Precipitation Modulates the Warming Response
What do the results of the previous section imply for the response of the precipitating simulation to warming? Here we use the simulations to address the hypothesis that if precipitation controls the depth of the boundary layer, the deepening and drying response to warming found in the nonprecipitating simulations of Rieck et al. [2012] is muted. To do so, we first consider the warming response in our nonprecipitating simulations. . Domain-averaged vertical profiles of (a) the liquid water potential temperature h l , (b) total humidity q t, (c) relative humidity RH, (d) domain-mean liquid water q l , (e) cloud fraction c frac , and (f) zonal wind speed U. Shown are P-CTL (dark blue) and noP-CTL (red, averaged over day 7 and 8).
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Nonprecipitating Warming Response
We find a similar response as Rieck et al. [2012] in the nonprecipitating simulations, namely an increase in surface latent heat flux, a decrease in sensible heat flux, a deepening of the cloud layer and reductions in cloud cover (Table 2 and Figure 5 ). The vertical profiles ( Figure 6 ) indicate a slight relative drying associated with the deeper cloud layer of the noP14K case: the relative humidity in the cloud layer between 1.5 and 4 km is slightly reduced, leading to reduced cloud fraction and liquid water at those heights. Because the relative humidity also reduces in the subcloud layer, cloud base rises by about 10%. How much a reduced cloud fraction between 1.5 and 4 km contributes to a reduction in total cloud cover may depend on how strongly clouds are sheared with height. Unlike in the RICO setup used by Rieck et al. [2012] , the uniform wind in the present framework is associated with less shear (Figure 4f ), but an unambiguous response to shear is not obvious. Rather than enhancing projected cloud cover, shear may also limit the lifetime of convective elements and reduce cloud cover. Despite clouds in the noP14K case being deeper, the reduced cloud fraction between 1.5 and 4 km and less of a stratiform cloud component at cloud top lead to a 1% overall reduction of cloud cover (see Table 2 ). Because comparable reductions in cloud cover with warming occur in Rieck et al. [2012] , it suggests that wind shear does not play a first-order role in the response of the simulations to warming. As the liquid water path is larger in noP14K, the estimated albedo reduces only slightly, from 0.107 to 0.105. Here, the relation from Zhang et al. [2005] is used to approximate the albedo at a grid point by a5s=ð6:81sÞ, with an optical depth estimate of s50:19 LWP 5=6 N 1=3 c . Overall, it is worth bearing in mind how small the changes are.
Along with the small changes in cloudiness, the differences in the apparent heat sink (Q 1 1Q R ) between the noP-CTL and noP14K case are, except for the upward shift of the maximum, very small (Figure 7 ). This is because the initial temperature profile of the 14K case is shifted uniformly by 4 K and the lapse rate and thus subsidence warming are largely unaffected. Differences in the moisture source Q 2 are more pronounced throughout the cloud layer, because the initial absolute humidity profile of the 14K case is not uniformly shifted, but adjusted by the amount necessary to keep relative humidity constant. The differences 
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in humidity therefore vary from Dq t 5 3.7 g kg 21 at the surface to Dq t 0 g kg 21 at domain top. The vertical humidity gradient is thus enhanced and subsidence drying increases, which is balanced by more convective moistening (see also the integrated tendencies in Table 2 ). However, the additional moistening is only enough to compensate the enhanced subsidence drying in the cloud layer, and not the additional drying related to the redistribution of moisture across a deeper layer. Consequently, relative humidity decreases in the cloud layer in the 14K case.
Precipitating Warming Response
What about the warming response in the precipitating case? During the first 3.5 days before noticeable precipitation is found at the surface, the P14K surface fluxes show the same behavior as in the noP14K case and enhance boundary layer deepening compared to P-CTL ( Figure 5 ). Because the clouds deepen more readily in P14K, they precipitate sooner. In equilibrium, the P14K boundary layer is shallower than P-CTL, and the differences in boundary layer depths is reduced compared to the noP cases (see Table 2 ). Also the differences in the surface fluxes between the two climate states are smaller than in the noP cases.
Although the mean cloud layer becomes even shallower in P14K, the relative humidity in the cloud layer is very similar between P-CTL and P14K (Figure 6 ). Also the subcloud layer relative humidity and the average Figure 6 . Domain-averaged profiles of relative humidity RH, domain-mean liquid water q l , cloud fraction c frac , and conditionally averaged cloud water q l; cld . Shown are P (solid) and noP (dashed) for both the CTL and 14K climate states. The profiles for the P simulations are averages over day 7-10, the noP profiles are averages over day 7. Figure 7 . Profiles of the heat sink (Q 1 1Q R , dashed) and moisture source (Q 2 ) for the CTL and 14K climate states of the noP cases (left, averages of day 7 are shown) and the P cases (middle). (right) Individual moistening tendencies of the P-CTL and P14K simulations.
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cloud-base height remain similar. Some deeper clouds develop that reach depths above 7 km. These deeper clouds increase relative humidity above 3 km and weaken the inversion, but have no strong imprint on the mean profiles of cloud fraction and liquid water.
Even though relative humidity is reduced only little in P14K, cloud fractions reduce by 11.5% relative to P-CTL between about 1 and 3.2 km. This reduction is caused by clouds being more concentrated in the warmer climate, carrying the same amount of liquid over smaller areas, what q l; cld is proof of (Figure 6 ). Between 1.8 and 3.2 km, the reduction is also consistent with a somewhat weaker inversion, which reduces the accumulation of cloud below the inversion. Because the contribution of the deeper clouds to cloud fraction above 3.2 km is small, total cloud cover reduces by 1.5% with warming (Table 2 ). Similar to the nonprecipitating case, the albedo decreases from 0.080 to 0.071 in spite of a slight increase in liquid water path. Whereas changes in the vertical distribution of clouds may be more pronounced, the small magnitude of the overall reduction in cloud cover and albedo emphasizes that the real story may more be the robustness of the low clouds with warming, rather than their change.
The small sensitivity of cloud-base cloud fraction to warming is apparent in both the P and noP case (see cfrac max in Table 2 ). The same was shown in the LES intercomparison of Blossey et al. [2013; see their Figure  22 ], but stands in contrast to the behavior of parameterizations in climate models that mainly reduce cloud fraction close to the base of the shallow clouds [Brient et al., 2015] . Moreover, Brient et al. [2015] note that models with large cloud fractions near the lifting condensation level reduce cloudiness more effectively in response to warming, and therefore have a higher climate sensitivity. Observations also show that climate models may not capture the right modes of variability in cloudiness in the present-day climate, namely parameterizations tend to vary cloudiness near the base of the cumulus layer more readily with changes in the large-scale state than is observed .
The last plot of Figure 7 shows that the enhanced convective moistening, and not an enhanced precipitation tendency, maintains the equilibrium in the P14K case. Some more precipitation forms in P14K from the deeper clouds above 3.2 km, which slightly enhances both the moistening in the cloud layer and surface precipitation (Table 2) . The large domain simulations presented in the next section will show that precipitation tendencies change with warming in the presence of deeper convection.
Impact of Deeper Convection
To address the hypothesis that convective organization may change the response of shallow clouds to warming, we perform simulations on a 16-fold larger (that is, a 51.2 3 51.2 km 2 ) domain. In the first subsection, we show how the spatial organization into larger clusters influences the vertical structure of the tradewind boundary layer using the CTL simulations. Subsection 5.2 then discusses how this modulates the warming response.
Influence of Deeper Convection on the Trade-Wind Layer Structure
Whilst the boundary layer deepening and surface fluxes of the Plarge-CTL case develop similarly as on the small domain for the first 2 days, they begin to differ when some deeper clouds form that produce substantial precipitation and trigger large cold pools (see Figure 8 ). Spreading cold pools trigger subsequent, deeper convection at the cold-pool front through a combination of thermodynamic and dynamic perturbations (something commonly referred to as cold-pool dynamics [e.g., Schlemmer and Hohenegger, 2014] ). This deeper convection reaches the top of the domain at 10 km already after 2.5 days. Figure 9 shows snapshots of the cloud albedo of the different cases to illustrate the different horizontal structures of the cloud fields. The Plarge-CTL case (d) shows a strong separation into clear and cloudy patches. A spreading cold pool triggers uplift at the cold-pool front, where the subsequent clouds form along the arc-like structure of this front. In contrast to the horizontal structures found in Plarge-CTL, both the noP-CTL (a) and P-CTL (b) simulations show little evidence of spatial organization. The larger clouds producing substantial precipitation on the small domain still generate cold pools, but the domain is too small for these cold pools to introduce an organization of the temperature and humidity field.
Because the development of deeper convection in Plarge-CTL may be somewhat artificial, we performed a simulation with a uniform 4 K cooling at constant relative humidity (see Table 1 ). The surface latent heat flux of this simulation is 190 W m 22 and indeed, no clouds deeper than 6.5 km form (not shown).
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VOGEL ET AL. WARMING RESPONSE OF SHALLOW CONVECTIONNevertheless, the clouds reaching up to about 6 km in the Plarge-4K case represent larger and deeper clusters that influence the trade-wind layer in a similar way as the 10 km deep clouds in Plarge-CTL. The idea that the development of much deeper convection in Plarge-CTL may be artificial is also explored by relaxing some of the assumptions in the simplified setup. Not only the latent heat fluxes, but also the uniform radiative cooling of 22.5 K d 21 in the free troposphere represents a strong forcing promoting the development of deeper clouds. In an additional simulation of Plarge-CTL with interactive radiation (IRAD Plarge, see Table  1 for further specifications), radiative cooling in the free troposphere reduces by 1-1.5 K d 21 , which stabilizes the free troposphere and suppresses deep convection (see the dotted black line in Figure 10 ). The transition to deeper convection, and its surprising sensitivity to domain size, clearly merits more study [see e.g., Kuang and Bretherton, 2006; B€ oing et al., 2012 for investigations into the transition from shallow to deep cumulus convection]. Here we simply take advantage of the simulations to study the impact of deeper convection on the equilibrium trade-wind layer structure and warming response, the main purpose of this work.
The profiles in Figure 10 show a strong impact of the presence of deeper clouds on the thermodynamic structure of the trade-wind layer. Comparing the two CTL simulations (solid lines), we find that the tradewind clouds become much shallower in Plarge-CTL. Whereas the deep clouds increase relative humidity beyond 8 km, the shallower trade-wind layer becomes much drier. Both the temperature and humidity lapse rates are larger and the trade-wind layer thus more stable. The drier layer results in less condensateladen clouds, with lower cloud fraction throughout the shallow cloud layer, albeit least pronounced near cloud base, consistent with the previous results. The liquid water path and total cloud cover decrease to 25 g m 22 and 9.1%, respectively, (see Table 3 ) and the albedo reduces from 8% to 4.9%.
Surface precipitation doubles from P-CTL to Plarge-CTL despite a decrease in domain-average liquid water and similar precipitation rates close to the inversion in the two simulations (see Table 3 and Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2015MS000568 Figure 10i ). This increase in surface precipitation is associated with a decrease in the number of precipitating columns in the domain. As most of the precipitation comes from the small areas of deep convection, there is a greater distinction between the precipitating and nonprecipitating areas. The larger variance of total water is evidence of a larger contrast in humidity between the clear and cloudy columns. Precipitation from the deeper aggregated clouds tends to fall through moister environments, reducing evaporation in the on-average drier trade-wind layer. By stabilizing the shallow trade-wind layer and enhancing subsidence in the nonprecipitating areas, the deep convection arising from the convective clusters effectively keeps the remainder of the clouds shallow. In energetic terms, the doubling of surface precipitation to 1 mm d 21 constitutes about a 15 W m 22 reduction of energy compared to P-CTL, which is roughly compensated by the 13 W m 22 increase of the latent heat flux. The precipitation characteristics of the Plarge-CTL case are similar to observations during RICO, when average precipitation amounts of 1 mm d 21 were observed, with larger rain rates associated with arcshaped structures forming on what appeared to be cold-pool boundaries [Rauber et al., 2007; Snodgrass et al., 2009] .
The left plot of Figure 11 shows that besides the lowering of the maxima of cooling and moistening in the inversion layer, the moisture source at cloud base is stronger than in the inversion layer for Plarge-CTL. Cloud base moistening is strongly enhanced in the Plarge-CTL case, likely because of the larger stratification across cloud base due to the drier domain-mean cloud layer, which corresponds to larger convective moistening that balances the enhanced subsidence drying. Further, due to the drier subcloud layer, Q 2 is also enhanced below cloud base. 
Hence, by simulating on a 16-fold larger domain and allowing for mesoscale organization, a very different convection regime emerges, which manifests itself in the thermodynamic structure of the trade-wind layer and in cloudiness and precipitation characteristics.
The warming and drying of the trade-wind layer associated with the emergence of deep convection in the large domain simulation is not exclusive to the precipitating case: also in noPlarge-CTL, deep convection forms, and the trade-wind layer warms and dries (see Figure 8d , and Figure 12e -f in the Appendix). Figure 9e displays a snapshot of noPlarge-CTL, which shows a certain separation of clear and cloudy regions on a scale comparable to the domain size. As the nonprecipitating deep clouds do not generate cold pools, no mesoscale arcs are formed and the effect of deep clouds on their immediate surroundings is less evident than is the case for Plarge-CTL.
The simulations are a reminder that although cold-pool dynamics may often be an important impetus for deep convection, they are not necessary for its development [Jeevanjee and Romps, 2013; Muller and Bony, 2015] , even in situations where we initially did not anticipate the development of deep clouds. There are no cold pools that can trigger deeper convection at colliding cold-pool boundaries, but in the absence of precipitation, more cloud liquid water evaporates and moistens the environment directly surrounding the updraft. Via entrainment, the moister ambient air promotes the deepening of convection through positive moisture-convection feedbacks (see the discussion in Appendix A). Although not directly related to the objectives of this study, one curious aspect of the simulations is why the larger domain allows deeper convection to form, which then completely reorganizes the flow and in particular the thermodynamic structure near the surface. On a larger domain, larger maximum updraft speeds are realized from the beginning of the simulation (see Figure 8c) . Bjerknes [1938] provides a dynamical argument how stronger and deeper updrafts can be maintained on larger domains, by spreading their compensating subsidence over broader Figure 10 . Domain-averaged vertical profiles of the (a) liquid water potential temperature h l , (b) total humidity q t , (c) relative humidity RH, (d) cloud fraction c frac (with a zoom into the cloud base region), (e) conditionally averaged cloud water q l; cld , (f) variance of total water q t , (g) liquid water q l -flux, (h) domain-mean liquid water q l , and (i) precipitation flux P flux . Shown are again both P and Plarge for the CTL (solid) and the 14K (dashed) climate states, along with the interactive radiation simulation IRAD Plarge (dotted).
areas and therefore reducing the effective stability felt by the updraft. A larger domain may also sample rare events somewhat better, thereby increasing the likelihood of deeper clouds forming somewhere. Both of these mechanisms may play a role and are explored in more detail in Appendix A.
Warming Response
By permitting the emergence of convective aggregation, the increase of the domain size has a much stronger effect on the trade-wind boundary layer than the 4 K warming itself. Figure 10 shows that the shape of the q t and h l profiles of Plarge-CTL and Plarge14K are similar, along with more similar relative humidity, liquid water, cloud fraction, q t -variance, and to some extent also precipitation flux profiles.
With warming, the amount of deep clouds is enhanced on the large domain, as seen from the increased relative humidity beyond 2 km. The deep clouds strongly enhance the precipitation flux and lead to a much stronger increase of surface precipitation with warming on the large domain (see Table 3 ). From an energetic point of view, this can be understood by noting that the integrated subsidence drying in the dry shallow Plarge14K trade-wind layer cannot increase enough to balance the strongly enhanced latent heat flux, which implies that larger precipitation drying is needed. Under warming, precipitation therefore has a stronger role in balancing the convective tendencies in the presence of a few deep clouds that effectively shallow and dry the trade-wind layer in regions away from deep convection. One deleterious effect of the deep convection is that longer time and larger spatial scales are introduced, and as a result the simulations are further away from stationarity. The Plarge14K case has a particularly strong residual moistening tendency of about 49 W m 22 .
Total cloud cover reduces from 9.1% to 7.8% with warming, comparable to the reduction on the small domain (Table 3 ). Both the weakening of the inversion, reducing the stratiform component near cloud tops (Figure 10d ), and the slight reduction of cloud fraction near the cumulus bases contribute to this reduction. Similar to the small-domain precipitating case, the warmer climate state supports larger liquid water contents within clouds (Figure 10e ). So although the domain-averaged liquid water increases slightly, the cloud [Bretherton and Blossey, 2014] . Namely, the increased buoyancy with larger liquid water content leads to more entrainment across the inversion, and this additional drying and warming can reduce the liquid water content again. This is true for our nonprecipitating simulations (not shown), and also the precipitating small domain simulations show only a small increase in the liquid-water flux with warming ( Figure 10g) . But on the large domain, an increase in liquid-water flux with warming is much more pronounced, because a few larger and deeper clouds carry most of the liquid across the inversion, making the entrainment feedback far less efficient.
Despite the strong influence of deeper convection on the trade-wind layer structure and dynamics, the overall cloud response to warming, and the processes causing them, remain similar as on the small domain-with the exceptions of the stronger role of precipitation in balancing the enhanced convective moistening and the slight deepening of the trade-wind layer (Table 3) . Because the liquid water path increases much more with warming on the large domain (related to the more strongly enhanced latent heat flux), the albedo reduction is smaller. As mentioned in the previous section, we also performed an experiment with a uniform 4 K cooling (at constant relative humidity), which indicates that similar mechanisms act between the CTL and the 14K climate state, and, respectively, the 24K and the CTL climate state (not shown). Moreover, also the mechanisms among the small and large domain simulations are similar, increasing the robustness of the results.
Conclusions
The response of shallow trade-wind convection to warming is studied with a special interest in how precipitation and organization of moist convection into deeper clusters modulate this response. Large-eddy simulations representative of present-day trade-wind conditions are compared to runs with a 4 K uniform warming at constant relative humidity. The effect of precipitation is assessed by either allowing or inhibiting the formation of precipitation, and by allowing mesoscale structures associated with precipitation to form through simulations on much larger domains.
As cloud fraction has its maximum near the cumulus bases, the near-base insensitivity to warming present in all cases considered partly masks the more pronounced changes that occur in the vertical distribution of cloud fraction. Different, albeit related mechanisms control the vertical distribution of cloudiness in the presence or absence of precipitation. In the nonprecipitating case, the slight relative drying of the deeper boundary layer in the 14K climate state causes both a reduced cloud fraction between 1.5 and 4 km and a weaker stratiform component at cloud tops. Because of an opposing tendency to convection in the inversion layer and the evaporation of precipitation in the lower cloud layer, precipitation efficiently buffers the warmer cloud layer against deepening and relative drying. Cloud fractions between 1 and 3.2 km still decrease, owing to two mechanisms: (a) the clouds become more concentrated, that is they carry the same amount of liquid over a smaller area, and (b) the inversion weakens, reducing the stratiform cloud component in the inversion layer. Previous studies pointed out the importance of precipitation in limiting the boundary layer deepening with warming and thereby affecting the sensitivity of shallow cumulus clouds to climate perturbations Blossey et al., 2013] . Here, we link these ideas to processes that maintain the budgets of heat and moisture. We find that convective moistening in the warmer climate state, fueled by the larger latent heat flux, increases strongly to balance the enhanced subsidence drying caused by the increased humidity gradient between the surface and the free troposphere. The precipitation drying only replaces subsidence drying as the latter becomes less effective in the presence of a few deeper cloud clusters and an overall shallower and drier trade-wind layer on the large domain.
Overall, the increase of domain size-and thus the spatial organization of shallow convection into larger and deeper clusters-has a much stronger effect on the trade-wind layer than the 4 K warming. Simulations with the same setup on a 16-fold larger domain (51.2 3 51.2 km 2 ) support the spatial organization of clouds into clusters that get as deep as the domain top at 10 km. By stabilizing the boundary layer and enhancing subsidence in the nonprecipitating areas, the presence of the deeper clouds results in a shallower, drier, and warmer equilibrium trade-wind layer. Also the moisture source (Q 2 ) and heat sink (Q 1 1Q R ) are altered, with a strongly enhanced moisture source in the subcloud layer, at cloud base and above the trade-wind layer inversion. The emergence of deep convection on larger domains, although unintended and perhaps somewhat Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2015MS000568 sensitive to the case setup, renders closer to observations the thermodynamic structure of the large domain precipitating control simulation, its precipitation characteristics, and horizontal structure [e.g., Rauber et al., 2007; Zuidema et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 2016] . The development of larger and deeper clouds in larger domain simulations is not exclusive to precipitating simulations, but also occurs in the nonprecipitating large domain case, with a similar influence on the thermodynamic structure of the trade-wind layer. In the absence of cold pools, moisture-convection feedbacks strengthen and the updrafts developing in moister regions preconditioned by previous convection continue to be strong, by entraining moister ambient air.
With warming, cloud cover and albedo decrease in all cases considered. This would, all else being equal, constitute a positive cloud feedback in the shallow cumulus regime. The albedo thereby decreases in spite of increasing liquid water paths, because reductions in total cloud cover tend to more than offset increases in liquid water. Nevertheless, the albedo reductions are small. If we take the global average cloud radiative effects of about 220 W m 22 [Boucher et al., 2013] as representative of trade-wind regimes (assumed to cover a third of the oceans), and suppose changes in cloud radiative effects scale with changes in albedo, then we see a 6-11% reduction in cloud radiative effects in our precipitating simulations for a 4 K warming. The lower and upper bound of this reduction stem from the different albedo reductions in the large and small domain simulations, respectively. The simple calculation thus gives us a change in cloud radiative effects of about 0.1-0.18 W m 22 K 21 , that is, a robustly positive but likely much smaller change than one finds in global models [Boucher et al., 2013] . A particular insensitivity to warming is found for cloudiness near the base of the cumulus layer. This is in line with recent observations , but in contrast to some global models which reduce cloudiness near cumulus bases more readily with warming and therefore suggest a high climate sensitivity [Brient et al., 2015] . Our simplified setup exposes important mechanisms shaping the warming response of precipitating shallow convection, and confirms previous studies suggesting a positive radiative feedback in the shallow cumulus regime. But our results indicate that the positive feedback is likely to be small, which is a demonstration of the insensitivity of precipitating shallow convection to changes in the environment. This insensitivity is shown to persist even in the presence of deep convection that substantially changes the structure of the trade-wind layer in larger domain simulations.
Bjerknes [1938] presented a simple theoretical framework for explaining the narrowness of saturated cumulus updrafts ascending through a dry-adiabatically subsiding environment (see also Randall [2012] for a similar derivation as follows). It may help understand why on larger domains an individual updraft can increase its buoyancy more effectively than on a small domain, where updrafts experience more competition.
Assuming that the updraft speed w c scales with buoyancy as follows:
where B is the buoyancy, the subscript ( ) c represents cloudy andð Þ represents clear ambient conditions (Figure 8 shows how closely the w max and the maximum cloud top time series are related, especially from about 1.2 days on). The rate of change of cloud temperature depends on the cooling experienced by the vertical ascent and the heating through condensation 
with C52 @T @z being the background lapse rate and C m the moist adiabatic lapse rate. In a clear region, the induced subsiding motion increases the temperature by working against the background stratification by
where C d is the dry adiabatic lapse rate andw < 0. Satisfying the constraint in LES that r c w c 1 12r c ð Þw50
(r c is the fractional area covered by updrafts), the rate at which updrafts gain buoyancy can be written as
In case of conditional instability (C2C m > 0 and C2C d < 0), updrafts can gain more buoyancy with larger w c or weakerw, both of which can be achieved for r c ! 0, that is, by making the updraft narrow and the Figure 13 . Snapshots of anomalies of total humidity q t (in g kg
21
) at 400 m (a and b) and 2.9 km (c and d) for Plarge-CTL (left) and noPlarge-CTL (right). The snapshots correspond to the cloud fields in Figures 9d and 12e , respectively.
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clear neighboring subsiding regions broad. Through this mechanism, updrafts of a given area may develop greater buoyancy on a larger domain, as their compensating subsidence will be spread over a larger area.
Concerning the deepening of convection in the absence of precipitation and cold-pool dynamics, moistureconvection feedbacks [Bretherton et al., 2005] appear to play a role. Figures 12b-12g show profiles of cloudaveraged (nonzero liquid water) and cloud core-averaged (nonzero liquid water and positively buoyant compared to slab-average) fields. Although the mean trade-wind layers are drier, the cloud and coreaveraged profiles in the large-domain cases are moister than in the respective small domain cases. The differences are particularly strong in noPlarge-CTL, which shows very moist cloud and core-averaged profiles above 2.5 km. Snapshots of the humidity fields in the subcloud and cloud layer (Figure 13) show that moist cloud layers are collocated with moist subcloud layers in noPlarge-CTL. Contrastingly, in Plarge-CTL, cold pools are dry pools located below an anomalously moist cloud layer where convection occurred earlier.
Note that while moisture-convection feedbacks strengthen, the strong liquid water loading in noPlarge-CTL likely puts an upper limit to the deepening of convection. The strong liquid water loading manifests itself both in the reduced h l compared to the mean (Figure 12f ) and in the reduced core-averaged vertical velocity above about 4.5 km (Figures 12d and 12g ).
In summary, in the absence of cold pools (and wind shear), moist regions overlap more favorably and, via entrainment, promote the deepening of convection through positive moisture-convection feedbacks.
